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Stress remains high
Increase in symptoms of poor wellbeing

Mental health support varies between schools
Barriers to reaching out for help remain

The wellbeing of UK education professionals is lower than general population
Teacher Wellbeing Index 2020 - https://www.educationsupport.org.uk/resources/research-reports/teacher-wellbeing-index-2020

Context
Photo by Nico Macaspac on Unsplash



Volume of workload
Not feeling valued

Seeking better work/life balance
Unnecessary paperwork

Target driven culture
Unreasonable demands from managers

Lack of resources 

Why staff leave

Photo by August Blankenship on Unsplash
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Learning from first lockdown

Decline in mental health
Appreciation

Work completion, Government guidance, workload
Health & safety; learning priorities; assessment

Pupil mental health
Source: Covid-19 and the Classroom, available at https://www.educationsupport.org.uk/resources/research-reports/covid-19-and-classroom-working-education-during-coronavirus-pandemic



Education Support
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Helpline 08000 562 561
Independent, confidential, free

Access to grants, information, resources 
www.educationsupport.org.uk

Twitter    @EdSupportUK @McBreartySinead

sinead.mcbrearty@edsupport.org.uk



Your role in 
supporting staff 
wellbeing

The governing board



● What wellbeing isn’t
● The 3 key considerations when thinking about 

wellbeing in your school
● What strategic wellbeing looks like

We’ll be discussing:



But first -
thank you
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The board has a duty to support 
staff wellbeing

The 2020 Governance Handbook says all boards:

● “...should have regard to the work-life balance of teachers and the executive 
leadership of the organisations.”

● “...should have due regard for the wellbeing and mental health of the school 
leadership team and teaching staff more broadly. Boards may wish to consider 
designating a governor or academy trustee as a wellbeing champion to provide 
strategic support to the school leadership team as appropriate.”
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The good news

The steps you take to support your school leaders’ wellbeing

will have a knock-on effect on your own
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So what is wellbeing?
The Oxford Dictionary definition:

well-being

/wɛlˈbiːɪŋ/
noun
noun: wellbeing
1.the state of being comfortable, healthy, or happy.



The 3 key 
considerations 
for supporting 
wellbeing
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You support your school leaders’ 
wellbeing by:

●Respecting their time
●Respecting their expertise and experience
●Honouring their work and commitment to children
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Respecting their time

● Watch the workload - constantly challenge whether every task is an absolute requirement

○ Distribute meeting paperwork with plenty of time for governors to read through it in advance
○ Don’t ask school leaders to create new reports or documents unless absolutely 

necessary
○ Make sure staff aren’t doing governing board work (like setting agendas or writing 

minutes)
● In meetings - plan your agenda ahead of time. Make sure you:

○ Only put items on the agenda that further your objectives and can be actioned 
immediately

○ Don’t ask for things you can find out yourself (like on the website)
○ Only ask those questions that lead to meaningful answers

● In communicating - have a clear communication tree, especially now

○ Answering emails from all 10 governors can be a significant amount of stress. Make sure 
that you’re only communicating when necessary and streamline where you can
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Respecting their expertise and 
experience
● Stay in your lane - remember that your role is strategic and not operational

● Offer the right balance of challenge and support:

○ Challenge school leaders by asking the hard questions, and hold them to account by making 
them think deeply and critically about the decisions they make; and

○ Support them by making sure they have what they need to succeed. This could be resources, 
training or even just a listening ear
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Honoring their work and 
commitment

● Recognise the work that they’re doing and be genuinely appreciative - write a note, send 
a card or bring some nice biscuits to the next meeting

● Keep track of their accomplishments - don’t wait until December to think about your 
headteacher’s performance. Keep track of things through the year, so nothing’s forgotten 
during the performance review. Even if you can’t give more time off or a more generous 
payrise, just knowing that the work was noted can make it feel more worthwhile

● Attend school events and make periodic visits - show that you value their work
● Acknowledge their sacrifices - even if you can’t do anything about it right now



Strategic 
wellbeing
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So what is strategic wellbeing?
Unlike how the chair supports headteacher wellbeing, the way you support staff wellbeing is 
more hands-off.

As a board, you need to make sure that:

● Relevant policies and processes are in place which:
○ Facilitate a healthy work-life balance among your staff
○ Don't put undue pressure on workload

● The school adheres to the working time limits set out in the Working Time Regulations 1998
● You don't make unreasonable demands on the time of school staff, including the headteacher
● You support your headteacher and teachers to achieve a satisfactory work-life balance. This is 

a requirement for maintained schools, but good practice for all school types
● You provide appropriate challenge and support to the headteacher, including:
○ Asking probing questions
○ Setting targets for improvement where feedback shows there are staff wellbeing issues
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What can we do to keep the focus 
on wellbeing?
You can:

● Appoint a sub-committee (usually the staffing committee) to take responsibility for overseeing 
staff health and wellbeing

● Appoint a link governor for wellbeing
● Make wellbeing a standing agenda item - not just for governing board meetings, but also 

during school visits
● Consider allocating a small budget for short-term counselling support or other wellbeing 

initiatives
● Take a look at the DfE's resources to help governors and trustees reduce teacher workload in 

their school



Any questions?
For more information please contact:

Linda Unternahrer
Email: linda.unternahrer@thekeysupport.com



 
 

Staff well-being  
 
 

Michael Eggleton 
Head of School 

Charles Dickens Primary School 
	   	   	   	  	  
	   	   	   	  Twi%er:	  
	   	   	   	  @Michael_cdps	  

 
 
 



 
 

 

Teachers want to teach 





•  Creator-Dr Marc Brackett (Yale University, USA) 

•  30 year longitudinal study 

•  Positive impact on attainment, mental health, teacher well-being, vocabulary,  
memory, less anxiety, less bullying. 
 
•  1000’s of schools using it across the USA and now world wide. 



Reduce teacher workload and improve pupil outcomes 
to 

Staff Wellbeing & Workload 



Staff Wellbeing & Workload 



‘The quality of existing evidence focused 
specifically on written marking is low’ 
 
‘Marking practice that does not have the 
desired impact on pupil outcomes is a time-
wasting burden for teachers that has to stop.’ 
 

Staff Workload: Marking 



Staff Workload: Marking 

•  No requirement for written marking 
•  A range of alternative strategies: 

•  Self- and peer-assessment 
•  Live Marking 
•  Whole-class feedback 
•  Verbal feedback and conferencing 



Staff Workload: Reporting to parents 



Staff Workload: Writing Assessment 



•  Increased reliability 
• Reduced workload 
•  Improved subject knowledge 
• Reclaiming what good writing looks like – no more tick boxes 

Staff Workload: Writing Assessment 



Staff Workload: Displays 



Visual Environment, Attention Allocation, and Learning in Young Children: When Too Much of a Good Thing May Be Bad 
Anna V. Fisher, Karrie E. Godwin, Howard Seltman. Psychological Science 2014 

Staff Workload: Displays 







What systems are in place to measure wellbeing? 
 
What is the impact of the school’s wellbeing offer? 
 
Is it value for money? 
 
Does it impact pupil outcomes? 



Q and A 

 
 
Twitter: 
@Michael_cdps 



We help leaders transform their 
school culture to look after the 
wellbeing of their staff, so they 
deliver the best student outcomes.
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● Key issues for Boards looking at staff wellbeing

● Benefits of making staff wellbeing a focus

● Monitoring the effectiveness of provision

2

What we will cover
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Key Issues?
Know where to start and what to 
focus on

Understand what staff wellbeing 
means

Applying your knowledge and 
experience

Where staff wellbeing fits as a 
priority

13

Ensuring staff wellbeing has the 
focus it needs and deserves
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© wellbeing accelerator for 
schools

5

5
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House of Organisational Wellbeing
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House of Organisational Wellbeing



“The thing that is causing people to get ill 
at work and adversely affect their quality of 
working life is line managers who are not 
socially and interpersonally skilled. They 

don’t have the soft skills that are needed.”

Professor Sir Cary Cooper
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VISION

VALUES

BEHAVIOURS
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Key Issues?
Know where to start and what to 
focus on

Understand what staff wellbeing 
means

Applying your knowledge and 
experience

Where staff wellbeing fits as a 
priority

13

Ensuring staff wellbeing has the 
focus it needs and deserves
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● Statistically significant improvement 
is SATs and GCSE performance.

● Improved value added progress for 
key stages 2 to 4.

13

Evidence
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● A causal link between staff 
wellbeing and multiple outcomes.

● That it is important to monitor 
employee wellbeing and target 
resources to areas known to be 
problematic.

14

Compelling Evidence
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● Improved student outcomes

● Reducing staff absence and the need for cover and improving 
the continuity of teaching.

● Improving staff attraction and retention and reducing the need 
for recruitment, training and development.

● Reducing management time spent on other unproductive 
tasks.

15

Benefits
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£20,000 to £100,000+
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● Leaders engage with their staff and are aware and take 
account of the main pressures on them. They are realistic 
and constructive in the way that they manage staff, 
including their workload.

● Leaders protect their staff from bullying and harassment.

Ofsted Leadership and Management
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Teachers will have better physical 
and mental health and role model 
this for students.
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● Staff sickness and absence rates

● Staff turnover

● Employee Assistance Scheme, counselling 
provision or occupational health usage

● Staff grievances, disputes or instances of poor 
behaviour

● School performance trends

School Staff Data
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Staff Wellbeing
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xxxxxxx

Staff Survey
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Where are we now?

Set goals
School Development Plan

Implement

Track progress
& repeat

Systemise Improving and Monitoring Staff Wellbeing

Follow up and embed
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GET IN TOUCH

01277 554001

https://welbee.co.uk

marksolomons@welbee.co.uk
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https://wellbeingaccelerator.co.uk/
mailto:marksolomons@welbee.co.uk
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